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On the Spherical Norm of Doob and Seidel’s Class 
J. S. HWAM; 
Suhmirted /IF G.-C‘. RO~CJ 
Let D(~J) he the Doob’s class containing all functions f(z) analytic in the unit 
disk A such that /(O)=O and lim inf),f(z)l 2 I on an arc A of ?A with length 
IAl >/I. It is tirst proved that if f E II((J) then the spherical norm I /!, ~sup~* ,, 
(I - ):t’))/‘(:)I:‘(I + lJ(:)I’) 2 C‘, sin(n (lj/2)).‘(n-(~‘2)). where c’, =lim, . , 
I :” I and I;2 < c‘, < 2:~. Next. C: represents the Seidel’s class containing all non-con- 
slant functions /(z) bounded analytic in 3 such that I f’(c~“‘)l - I almost everywhere. 
It is proved that inf,, , f = 0. and if 1’ has either no singularities or only isolated 
singularities on i;l. then 11.1 I 2 C,. Finally. it is proved that if /‘is a functton normal 
in A. namely. the norm 1; /‘II <: CC. then we have the sharp estimate /“‘! < p ,,f , for 
anv posttive integer p. ’ IYX( Acxlumw Pm\ Inc 
Let A = (2: 1~1 < I ) be the unit disk and let CA bc the boundary of A. 
Following Doob [3, p. 1191, we say that a function j(z) analytic in A has 
the property U(p) iff‘(0) = 0 and for some arc A c ?A of length IAl 3 p > 0 
we have 
lim inf l,f(P,,)l 3 I, (1) 
where (P,,) is an arbitrary scqucnce of points in A tending to a point on A. 
For simplicity, we shall say that lim inf [j’(z)] 3 I on A to denote the 
inequality (I ) to be true on A. 
In [3. p. 1201, Doob asked the question whether the set of Bloch norms 
ll.1‘11~= sup l.f’(-IIt1 - Id?) 
:+.I 
has a positive lower bound depending only on p for all functions .f in the 
class D(p). In a series of our works [S-l I], we have answered this question 
in the affirmative sense. The method we used is based upon a sharpened 
form of two constant theorem due to Lehto and Virtanen [14]. Instead of 
Bloch norm, in [ I43 the authors consider the following spherical norm 
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where 6( I.(:)) = 1 f”(z)I.:( I + J(z)I?) is the spherical derivative of./: Clearly, 
we have ‘1,/‘11 < I;./“, ,, for any function. 
Note that the notion of the spherical norm 1.1’1 is different from the 
definition of norm in the usual sense. For instance, we do not have the 
norm property that It;/ = (,I!,/ I (c>(I) (see the function J(z) =: + 2). 
where WC have 1i.f II = {, but I[:/‘! = C( I + c)’ # c.11 /‘II ((, # I ). Of course, the 
Bloch norm does have this property. 
Also note that the numbers of Bloch and spherical norms of a function 
can be very diffcrcnt: for instance. if ./‘( 1) = I;( I - z). then ll,/‘l! < x . but 
1.1’1 ,j = r:. Thus a property which holds for spherical norm may not be 
true for Bloch norm: for instance, the spherical norm of power satisfies 
11 /‘“II < />ll.f‘li, but this inequality is false for Bloch norm (see Theorem I I ). 
In view of the problem of Doob. we may therefore ask whether the set of 
spherical norms ( I./‘1 : /‘E II(j)) i hi : 1) a positive lower bound depending 
only on p. The answer turns out to bc yes. In contrast to [S. Theorem I], 
we have the following lower bound of spherical norms in place of Bloch 
norms for functions in Doob’s class. 
llj‘ll 3 C, sin(n - (p/2)):‘x - (p/Z)) (2) 
Furrhermow. this numhcr C’, wn he cw~luuled bj- wwuns of the 
appro.rimalion 
C‘, = lim Iz”I:. (4) 
,I . I 
T ’ < C’, < 2/e. (5) 
Note that the estimate in (2) is not sharp when p is small. A better 
estimate can be obtained by the same argument as that of [6, Theorem I]. 
However, this improvement is not best possible for small p. The best one 
was recently found in [9, Theorem I] for Bloch norm. Based upon this 
method, we shall prove the following estimate for spherical norm. 
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THEOREM 2. For each 0 < c < I, there is a positive number p0 such that 
each function ,f~ D(p) with p d pO, the spherical norm satisfies 
Il.fll >2(1 -E)(I +j.2)-‘,‘2 
1 
log 
I + cos(p/2 ) 
1 
’ 
I -cos(pi2) ’ 
i = inf sup I.f(re”)I, 
(.I’) F .A 0 < r < I 
which does not hold if the number (I - c) is replaced by ,,I% 
Note that the estimate in (6) is much better than that qf (2) jar all sgf- 
ji’cientl}* small p. In ,fact, as p + 0, (6) becomes 
;I.fll > ;( 1 - c)( 1 + 1.2) ‘.:2{1og( l/p)} ’ = N(p) p, N(p) + cc, 
where i is bounded. Qf course, IY the number p is large then (2) is better than 
(6). Therefore the above two theorems behave in two extreme cases. Neither 
qf them can he deriredjkm the other. 
2. NORMAL FUNCTIOM 
Let G be a domain and let da(z) be the hyperbolic element of length in 
G. Following Lehto and Virtancn [ 14, Theorem 31, we say that a function 
j’meromorphic in G is normal if and only if the following spherical norm is 
finite: 
With this definition, we shall state the following extension of two constant 
theorems [ 14, Theorems 6 and 73. 
THEOREM A. Let f(z) be a jlmction normul in the upper ha(flplune H 
with norm C < x. Let S be u segment on the red a.ui.s und Ier T, be the cir- 
cle passing through the endpoints of‘ S und containing the interior ungle a. !f 
m und A4 me two positive constunts such that m < M and 
lim sup I,f(;)l <m on S and maxl.f(z)l = M on T, n H, 
then we huw 
mbMexp - 
i 
‘:z,,“’ (M +A)], (7) 
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WC shall now transform the above theorem from the upper half-plane to 
the unit disk. For this, we first note that the hyperbolic element of length in 
the disk becomes (see 114. p. 551) 
so by the property of conformal invariance (see [ 14, p. 5.5(5)]) we find that 
the spherical norms in the half-plane and the unit disk are the same, that is, 
c= llfl. 
To apply Theorem A. WC let G, be the circular subdomain of H bounded 
by S and T,. Then G, can also be defined in term of harmonic measure, 
namely, 
where Q(M’, S, H) is harmonic in H and assumes the values I and 0 on S 
and dH - S, respectively (see Hille [4, p. 4081). Since harmonic measures 
are conformally invariant, it follows that the image of G, in A is the same 
as the following lens-shaped domain (see [S, p. 2321) 
where z = z( M’) is a conformal mapping from H onto A and A = z(S) is an 
arc on CA. Let the length of the arc A be p, namely, A = {e’“: 
0, < 0 < (I,, + [I}. Then by Poisson’s formula (see Ahlfors [ I, p. 166 J), WC 
can represent the harmonic measure by 
In particular, we have ~(0, A, A) = pi2n. This shows that the boundary 
df.(r, A) contains the origin provided E = p/2. Substituting r = p/2 and 
C= 111‘11 into (7), WC obtain the following analogue of Theorem A. 
THEOREM 3. Let A he an arc on ?A with length (Al = p and let 
L = L(p/2, A) he the lens-shaped domain defined in (8). Then the boundary 
dL contains the origin. Furthermore, if‘g is a function normal in A such that 
limsupIg(z)Jdm<MonA and maxlg(z)l=MonG7L-A, 
then 
(9) 
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3. PROOF OF THEOREM I 
With the help of Theorem 3, we are now able to prove the main part of 
Theorem 1 and we postpone the numerical computation of the transcen- 
dental number C, to Section 7. 
Let j’~ D(p) and let g = l/1: Then clearly the spherical derivatives of ./‘ 
and g are the same so that the norms ]IJ‘I] = llgll. 
To prove the assertion (2) we suppose on the contrary that 
111’11 < C, sin(n - bQ)hYn - (p/2)). (10) 
It then follows that both .f and g are normal in A. Furthermore, from (I ), 
we have 
lim sup]g(z)) < I on A, where IAl = p. 
Let L= L(p/2, A) and max]g(z)l = A4 on L. Then by substituting m = 1 
into (9) and combining with (IO), we obtain 
(A4 log M)i( M2 + 1) < CJ2. (11) 
Denote by h(M) the function on the left-hand side of (11). Letting 
h’(M) = 0, we find that the maximum of h(M) occurs at the point M, such 
that 
Mf+ I -(Mf- 1) log M, =0 and h(M,)=M,/(Mi- 1). (12) 
Denote by x = 2h(M,), then M, = [ 1 + (1 + x’)‘,~]/s. Substituting M’ into 
the first equality of (12), we obtain 
F(x)= [l +(I +X2)‘~Z]/xe”+‘*“~= 1, 
which is the same as Eq. (3). Since 
F(x)= -[l +s’+(l ..~)‘~~]/,&?“‘+*<o, 
it follows that the function F(x) is monotonically decreasing on the positive 
real axis, so that the equation F(x) = I has a unique solution. This yields 
that 
h( M’ ) = c,/2 and Ml = [ 1 + (1 + cf)‘;‘]/c, > 1. 
We now consider an arbitrary subarc Bc A of length 8. We then denote 
by M(B) the maximum of g on the lens L(p/2, B). Then the inequality (I I ) 
says that the value M(P) lies in one of the intervals [I, Ml) and (M,, m)). 
Since the function g is continuous, the set of values of M(j3) must be con- 
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netted. Letting /j + 0. WC see that M(b) + I. Hence we must have 
M(a) < M, for each ,!I. However. the one ,%I(/)) = x because g(0) = x and 
the boundary CL(p;2, A) contains the origin. This contradiction proves the 
assertion (2). 
4. MIRE ON THE Two CONSTANT THEOREM 
To prove Theorem 2, we shall need to study some more extensions of the 
two constant theorems described in Theorem A. For this, we now 
introduce an alternate definition of lens-shaped domain. In view of the 
notions in Theorem A, we let fl< n be the angle between the segment S and 
the tangent of the circle T, at one of the endpoints of S. Since T, contains 
the interior angle x, it follows from a basic geometric property that either 
p = x or n - r depending on the center of T, lying inside or outside of H, 
respectively. The first cast has been considered in Theorems I and 3. To 
prove Theorem 2, we shall need the second case. In this case, our definition 
of lens-shaped domain is different from the one in (8). namely, 
L*(/I.A)= I:: a(;. A. A)>(n-/l)l:n). (13) 
With this definition and the help of Theorem 3. we can now easily prove 
the following version of two constant theorem due to Pommerenke [ 16. 
Theorem 9. I 1. 
THEOREM 4. Under the h!,pothe.ri.s of Theorem 3, if‘ the lens there is 
repluced by, L*( 8, A ) &f;ined in ( l3), und if 
M<M*(ai=[l+(1+(~)‘)‘:2]/(C$ (14) 
Idz)l d M,, jbr ~11 iE L*(/l, A), 
where M, > m is the mullesr solution of‘ the equution 
m=Mexp{- s(M+$)}. (15) 
Proof. Let h(M) be the function on the right-hand side of (15). Then 
the equation h(M) = m has two roots M, and M, with m < M, < M,. 
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Letting h’(M) = 0, we find that the function h(M) attains its maximum at 
the point M*(p) defined in (14) so that 
M, < M*(p) < M,. (16) 
In view of the inequality (9) with /3 in place of JI - (p/2), we see that the 
range of M must be either M 6 M, or M 2 M,. It then follows from (14) 
and (16) that 
MGM,, where M= max(g(z)l, for z E L*(/l. A). 
This yields the assertion. 
We shall now improve Theorem 4 by omitting the hypothesis that 
M < M*(l). This result will be needed, so we formulate as follows. 
THEOREM 5. The assertion of Theorem 4 is true wifhout the assumplion 
that M < h4*([j). 
Proof: As in Theorem 3, we write 
max]./(z)l = M on dL* - A, where L* = L*(/?, A). 
Since lim suplf(z)l d m < M on A, it follows from the maximum principle 
that 
maxlj(z)l = M on L*(& A). 
If M < M, , then we have 
I./‘(--)1 d M< M,, for ZE L*(,$ A). 
This gives the assertion. 
On the other hand, if M > M,, then there can be chosen a lens domain 
L*(,/Y, A) c L*(/l, A), where /I’ </I, such that 
max’f(z)l = M, on L*(/?‘, A). 
Substituting M, and j? into M and rr - (p/2), respectively, in (9), we obtain 
Since p’ CD and the function O/sin 0 is strictly increasing on the interval 
[0, n], it follows from (17) first and then (15) that 
m>M, exp{ - ~(M,+$)]=m, 
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which is absurd. Thus the case M > ‘44, is impossible provided M, is the 
smallest solution of (IS). This proves the theorem. 
With the help of Theorem 5. we are now able to prove the following 
result, which will bc needed in the proof of Theorem 2. 
THEOREM 6. Let A he un urc on ;A with Img!h I Al >, p, und let L*(/?, A) 
he the lens domuin ciclfinncd in ( 13). lf.1’ is u fknction normal in A und has the 
D(y) proprt> on A, then 
ll(-)I 2 I:M,. fhr u11 I E L*(/?, A), (18) 
~t*hcre M, > I is the smallest sohrion c~j’ Eq. ( I5 ) (rvith m = 1 ). 
Proof: Let R(Z) = I J’(z). then clearly g and ,I‘ have the same spherical 
norm !Ix’I = II./‘II. In view of (I ). the D(p) property ofJ’implies that 
lim supl~(z)l 6 I on .4 
Applying Theorem 5 with the substitution m = I into (15), we obtain 
Ig(z)l 6 Ml or 1,1‘(z)\ > I!M,, for all ZE L*(/l, A), 
where M, is the smallest solution of Eq. (IS). This proves the assertion. 
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
Let ,/‘E D(y) and let 0 CC < 1 be given. To prove the assertion (6), we 
suppose on the contrary that for all sulliciently small p > 0, the spherical 
norm 
I,./‘\1 < 2( I - c)( I + j.:) ’ ? d(p), d(p) = 
i 
log 
I + cos(pi2) ’ 
> 1 -cos(pj2) 
(19) 
It follows from (19) that the function j‘is normal in A. Since the function1 
has the D(p) property on A, by applying Theorem 6 we obtain the 
inequality (l8), where M, is the smallest solution of Eq. (15). This number 
depends only on p and 11/\1. From (l9), we see that the norm Il.fll depends 
on the number p, and therefore we may write M, = M,(/& p). It then 
follows from (15) and (19) that 
lim M,(B, p)= 1, 
,’ - 0 
where 0 < /3 < n is fixed. (20) 
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Combining (18) with (20), we can find a positive number p0 depending on 
t: such that for each p d pO, we have 
If(z)I > 1 -E, for all ZEL*(/?, A), where IAl =p. (21) 
In view of the number I. defined in (6) by applying a rotation, we may, 
without loss of generality, assume that 
sup I.1‘(x)l = i.. 
O<\CI 
(22) 
Now, let S(u, h) and X(u, h) be the spherical and chordal distance 
between a and b (see [ 1, p. 2181). Then by the hypothesisf(0) = 0 and the 
definition of spherical norm, we obtain 
‘v”f(0), .f(-r)) = 2l./(.r)l/( 1 + ll(.Y)I’)’ 2 6 S(f(O), f(r)) 
(23) 
Substituting .Y = cos(p/2) into (23) and then applying (19) and (22) we get 
Ij-(cos(p/2))1 < 1 -&. (24) 
Since (20) holds for each /? < 7c, by choosing /I > (n + p,,)/2, we see that the 
point cos(pi2) lies within the lens L*(/?, A), where IAl =p<ppo. In this 
case, the inequality (24) contradicts (21). This proves the assertion (6). 
It remains to show that the constant (1 -E) on the right-hand side of (6) 
cannot be replaced by a. To do this, we need only consider the following 
function 
(b(z) = (d(p) 2 + n2) “? log ;, 
2 
where the number d(p) is defined in (19). By a simple computation, we see 
that 
I&c’“)I = 1, for r = *p/2, 
and therefore from the symmetric consideration we conclude that the 
function 4 has the D(p) property on the arc A = {e”‘: -p,/2 ,< O<p/2}. 
Furthermore, the mapping (1 + z)/( 1 - 2) carries the disk A onto the right 
half-plane H and carries the diameter passing through the point efP:* onto 
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the half circle in I f  passing through these three points cot p;‘4, I, and 
tan t~i4. It follows that 
This shows that the number i = I in (6). 
Finally. it is easy to WC that the norm ,:.f 1 occurs at the origin, so that 
Ilf+l\ =2(d(p) ‘+7r2) ‘2=2d(j’)-o(p). 
where o( p ) > 0 and o( p ) -+ 0 asp ---* 0. This shows that the number (I - I:) 
in (6) cannot be replaced by V!2 and the proof is complete. 
Note that the estimate in (6) can be improved a little depending on the 
location of the radius in which the function,fis bounded by i.. To see this. 
let this radius separate the arc A into two subarcs of lengths 11, and \J?. 
where IJ, + 1~~ = ‘Al > jj and p, 6 /J?. Then by the same argument, WC 
obtain 
Il./.,! > 2( I - 1: )( 1 + ;.>) ’ ? 
i 
log 
I +cos p> ’ 
I -cos pz I * 
which is better than that of (6) because 1~~ b yi2. From this, WC see that the 
best case occurs when /J, --, 0 and [jr -+ 0, in other words, if/is bounded by 
i on one of the radii passing through the endpoints of A. 
As a consequence of Theorems I and 2, we obtain immediately the 
following combining result. 
COROLLARY I. l1.f~ D(p) and if 0 < I: < I is giwn, then 
Il.fl 3 K,(p). fbr all 0 < jJ < 2n, 
>,max(K,(j~). K,(j), I:, j.)), fiJr jJ 6 p,,. 
Ichew p,, depends on I:, und K,(p) and K,(j), E. j.) denote the nutnhers on the 
right-hand side oj’ (2) und (6), respectioel?*. 
To end this section, we shall pose a problem about the possible 
improvement of Theorem 2. In view of the sharp estimate of Bloch norm in 
[9, Theorem I], we have under the hypothesis of Theorem 2 that 
111‘ll,, > 2( 1 - ~1 4p 1, 
which does not hold when I: = 0, due to the function 4 defined before. Com- 
paring this estimate with (6), we see that the main difference between the 
lower bounds of Bloch and spherical norms occurs in the factor 
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(1 + 2’) -I”. This factor creates the difficulty for finding the best lower 
bound of the spherical norm. Whether the number (1 - c) in (6) can be 
improved by the number fi (1 --E), in general, we do not know. Of 
course, if this improvement is true then it is certainly best possible. 
6. !hDEI.‘S CLASS c’ 
Following Collingwood and Lohwater [2, p. 1073, we shall denote by U 
the class of all non-constant bounded analytic functionsf(=) for which the 
radial limits f(e”‘) exist and have modulus 1 for almost ail points e’“. 
Functions of this kind can be represented by (see Seidel [ 17, Theorem 11) 
.1‘(z) = e’“B(z) S(z), (25) 
where 
B(-)=Zk fj la,l u,--= 
,-’ u, 1 -Z,Z 
a;#0 and u,E~, 
is the Blaschke product extended over all zeros off; and 
is the singular inner function for which the distribution ~((1) is decreasing 
and ~‘((1) = 0, almost evcrywhcre on ( - 7t, rr). 
In this section, we shall study the spherical norm for functions in the 
class C’. We begin with proving the following upper and lower bounds of 
norms in the class c’. 
THEOREM 7. suplc ( ‘If,1 = 1 rind inf,= (‘1 jl, = 0. 
Proqf: Since j’ is bounded by 1 in A, it follows from the Schwarz’s 
lemma (see Ahlfors [I, p. 1361) that 
(1 - I~l~)l.f’k)l 6 1 - If(z) 1, 
so that the spherical norm Ilf I 6 Ilf‘llB< 1. This together with the fact that 
I(I(I = 1, where l(z) = 2 E U, yields the first equality. 
To prove the second equality, we let E > 0 be given, and let {p,} be a 
sequence of points in A such that the complement G = A - U{ p,,} contains 
no disks of radius E. Denote by /‘a conformal mapping from A onto the 
universal covering surface of G. Then clearly the function f~ U. Applying 
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Bloch’s theorem (see Hille [4. Theorem 17.7.1]). we lind that the Bloch 
norm 
I!.f‘li 8 < h, where h > 0 is independent from ,J 
Choosing a sequence of I:,, + 0. we obtain a sequence of functions j;, E 5 
such that ~],f,,jI + 0. This yields the second equality, and the proof is com- 
plete. 
According to the above theorem, WC know that, in general, the set of 
norms of functions in the class L’ cannot be bounded away from zero. This 
gives the motivation to define a subclass of C: for which the set of norms 
has a positive lower bound. For this, WC say that a functionfe U, if,fe L’ 
and if .f has at most one singular point on id. 
THEOREM 8. 4f.j'~ I:, . r/w rhr norm ,I 1’1 3 C’, . lc,herca C, is drf‘ined in 
Theorem I. 
Proof. According to the hypothesis and the representation in (25). we 
see that the radial limits J(P) exist and have modulus I for all points Y”’ 
on ?A with at most one exception. It follows that the function j’E D(p) for 
each p < 2n. Substituting the limit p -+ 2n into (2), we obtain the assertion 
:I./‘:1 2 C‘, 
With the help of Theorem 8. we shall now prove the following criterion 
of the class ti, in term of the function F(C) defined in Eq. (3). 
THEOREM 9. Jf.1’~ C,. then 
13 F(C), n,hcw C‘ = 11.1’ I. (26) 
Proof: In view of Theorem 1. we know that the function F is 
monotonically decreasing on (0. .x) and the number c’, is the unique 
solution of the equation F(.u) = I. Thus, if (26) were false, WC would have 
F(C)> I =F(C,). so that ,I.1‘11 = C’< (‘, . 
which contradicts Theorem 8. This proves the theorem. 
Note that as far as the application of Theorem 1 is concerned, the asser- 
tion of Theorem 8 cannot be improved by allowing the function .f there to 
have more than one singular point on ;A. This leads us to ask the question 
whether such an improvement is possible. The answer turns out to be yes, 
as will be seen from the following result which makes no restriction on the 
number of singularities. 
THEOREM 10. 1f.f~ C’ und if./ has un isolurrd singularity P on C;A such 
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that f has no zeros in a neighborhood of P, then the norm ‘If11 > C,, M*hetxj 
C, is defined in Theorem I. 
To prove the above theorem, we shall lirst prove the following particular 
case. 
LEMMA 1. LetJ;(;)=exp[-(I +?)/(I -=)I. rhen 
Ilf?II = c, 7 fi)r any n > 0. 
Proof: We first write 
z=x+iy and f= [l -(.uz+y2)]/[(1 -.Y)~+.v’], 
and denote by H(I) the following horocycle tangent to 2~1 at z = 1, 
[x-(1/(1 +f))]‘+.v2= l/(1 +f)2. 
By a simple computation, we have for ; E H(I) 
and 
If,(z)1 = e -’ 
(1 - 1~1’) 6(f(z))=2re ‘/(I +e..“)=h(r). 
Let C be the maximum of h(t) over [0, x): then by setting h’(r) = 0, we get 
l-1+(1 +1) e-“=O. where f> 1. (27) 
so that 
C=maxh(t)=(r;‘-1)” or I,=(1 tc2)‘.“. 
Substituting f, into (27) we find that C satisfies the equation F(C)= 1, 
defined in Theorem 1. Since this equation has a unique solution, we must 
have C= C, This proves the lemma for n = 1. The general case can be 
proved by replacing t by nt. 
Proof of Theorem 10. According to the hypothesis, we may assume that 
the functionf has an isolated singularity at the point z = I. Since f E c’ and 
j’has no zeros in a neighborhood of the singularity z = I, it follows from 
(25) that the function,fcan be represented by 
.f(:) =./Y(z) J22(2). for some n > 0, (28) 
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where ,I., is dcfincd in Lemma I and j? is analytic in a neighborhood of 
: = I. Moreover. since H’C may assume II = I as in Lemma I. we then have 
h(.l‘,(-I)= fr(=).l”(-l-,1‘(-).1’~(-) :(If2(:) ?+ If(-)I 
6 A,(:) L ii?(:). (29) 
where 6,(z) = J;(z) j”(:))/~I(:). 0-J:) = I,f(z) j‘i(:)i;‘d(:)? and d(z) = 
l/2(1)!’ + I.f(:)l’. Hy the condition of /, described in (28), we get 
lim J,(z)1 = I and lim j‘i( z) = j’;( 1 ). 
.I .I 
It follows that for : tending to 1 along the maximum horocycle H(f,). 
where r,=(l+Cf)“, we have 
) = lim (I - !;I*) (5(/‘(z)) 6 I 1.11. 
: .I 
lim (I - 1~1’) ci,(z 
.I 
) = 0. (30) 
and 
Owing to (29), (30). and Lemma I. wc obtain the following desired result: 
C, = lim (1 - 1-I’) W,(z)) d 11.1‘11, where z E H( t ). 
I 
As a consequence o Theorem IO we obtain the following analogue of 
Theorem 9. 
The proof is the same as in Theorem 9 and we omit the details. 
7. COMMPLETF. PROOF OF THEOREM I 
With the help of Lemma 1 and Theorem 8, we can now easily finish the 
proof of Theorem 1. We first verify the assertion that the inequality (2) is 
sharp when p tends to 2~. In other words, inequality (2) cannot be 
improved by II./‘11 3 C for any C> C, and any function f~ D(2n). This is 
true because the functionf‘, defined in Lemma 1 belongs to the class 0(2x) 
and its norm reaches the minimum llf, 11 = C,. 
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It remains to prove that C, satisfies (4) and (5). For this, we let I = re”’ 
and let I(z) = z be the identity function. Then clearly WC have 
(1 -[:I’) 6(In(z))=nrnm’(1 -r’)/(l +r’“)=g(r). 
Let the maximum of g(r) occur at r* = (I -21/n)“‘; then the norm 
Ill”)1 = g(r*) = 2t( 1 - 2,+7)“’ I”?/( 1 + (1 - 2r/n)“) =/t,(f), 
where t depends on n. It follows that 
h(f) = lim A,,( 1) = 2fe ‘/( 1 + 6 “). 
,I - 1 
This function is the same as that of Lemma 1 and therefore from (27) we 
obtain 
lim llY(l =h(f)dC,, where C, = max /z(r). (31) 
,I+ I ran 
On the other hand, by virtue of Theorem 8, we have j~l”ll 2 C,, for each 
II = 1, 2,..., so that 
This together with (31) yields the assertion (4). 
To prove (5), we first note that the number C, = max h(t), so that 
C, > h( 1) > $. On the other hand, by the same argument as before, we have 
lim ‘II”11 B = 2!e. so that C, < 2;~‘. 
n * x 
Hence we obtain 4 < C, < 2/e. This proves (5) and the proof of Theorem 1 
is complete. 
8. THE POWER OF NORMAL FI-M-TI~NS 
In this last section, we shall study a basic property about the norm of 
power of normal functions. Recall a definition from Lappan [ 13, 
Theorem IO]. We say that a functionfanalytic in A is uniformly normal if 
its Bloch norm is finite. Functions of this kind have been called Bloch 
functions by Pommerenke [ 151. The properties of normal and uniformly 
normal functions behave differently in many aspects. For instance, the sum 
of uniformly normal functions is again uniformly normal, but this property 
is not true for normal functions according to Lappan [ 123. In other words, 
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the class of uniformly normal functions is closed under the sum operation, 
but not for the class of normal functions. In [ 12. Theorem 11. Lappan 
proved that the class of normal functions is not closed under the product 
operation. This leads us to question whether it is closed under the power 
operation. The answer turns out to be yes for normal functions, but no for 
uniformly normal functions as will be seen from the following result. 
Prooj: To prove (32), we let the function h =,fp. We shall first consider 
that the norm I(h,l is attained at an interior point Z(,E A, namely, 
I hll = I/~‘(-,,)I( 1 - 1-,,12) I I 
I + (/1(:o)(2 
There are two cases to be considered: either Ij’(:,,)l Z I or not. By a simple 
computation, the first case yields 
If(; ’ 1 
1 + l.l‘hP d I + I.f‘(z,,,l’ 
(33) 
Multiplying by pl.f”(;o)l( I - izo12) on both sides of (33), we obtain 
,i.f‘,‘I, = Ihl @rWl( 1 -- I-,11*) 
1 + If(% 
6 PII.fII? 
which gives (32) in the first case. 
Turning to the second case. we let H = l//r, then we have !i HII = I h\l. 
Since the second case requires that 1 l/f(z,,)I 2 I, and the function 
H = ( Ii/)‘. by considering 1/11‘in place of j’ in the first case, we obtain 
~l1‘“II = I,hll = IlHll < p(I lJ1‘11 = pllf‘ll. 
This proves (32) in the second case, so that (32) holds in both cases. 
It remains to consider the case that the norm [IhI\ is not attained at any 
interior point. This, however, is easy because in this case there is a 
sequence of points z,, E A such that 
h*(z ” )= Ih’bAtl - I=nl’) --* llh,l 
1 + Ih(z ’ 
asn-*x;. 
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By the same argument, we find that 
h*(G) G Pllfll, n = 1, 2,..., 
and therefore llhll d pIIJ!I. This proves (32). 
We shall now prove that the estimate in (32) is sharp. For this, we con- 
sider the functions 
I‘= qp and h= I$‘~, 
l+z 
where 4(z) = log I-. 
z 
Clearly, we have 
h*.T)= Ih’(z)l(l - I--I’) 
I + Ih(= 
We shall prove that the norm of h satisfies 
llhll = 2~. (35) 
Let the maximum of (34) occur at a point zO. Since the function 4(z) is 
symmetric with respect to the real axis, it follows that the point io must bc 
real, so that the first factor on the right-hand side of (34) becomes 2p. Turn 
to the second factor, again, by considering the reciprocal H = l,‘h, we may, 
without loss of generality, assume that 
I&d 2 1, so that I&zo)l >, I. 
This in turn implies 
2ld(~o)l’” ’ 6 I + Ifj(z,,!““. 
Combining with the tirst fact 2p, we obtain llhll <2p. To prove the con- 
verse, we observe that the set S= (2: z is real and I&:)[ = 11 contains two 
points. It then follows from (34) that 
lllril 2 h*(z) = 2p, for 2 E S. 
This together with llhll <2p yields (35). 
In view of the definition of/ and h, and the equality (35), we obtain 
11.1‘11 = 2 and 
This shows the sharpness of (32). 
llhll = 2~ = pl~./lt. 
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Finally, WI: shall prove that the function C$ is uniformly normal in A. but 
the power 4” is not. This is easy and in fact we have the Bloch norms 
This completes the proof. 
We emphasize that the function 4 does have the property that the 
spherical norms I,#11 = I d”i = 2 and ~~~‘p~~ = 2p, p 3 I. 
Note that the last part of the above theorem shows that the inequality 
I /“‘II n 6 Pll.f’.l /j? (36) 
is false for functions uniformly normal in A. Since any function in Seidel’s 
class is uniformly normal in A. it is naturally to ask whether the inequality 
(36) is true for those functions. The answer is affirmative, as will be seen 
from the following result. 
THEOREM 12. !/‘f is unalj*ric und hounded Hal M in A, then 
l’.f“‘!, B 6 p M” ’ I .1‘I’ “. 
In particular, tj.1‘ E C’, then (34) ho1d.s. 
The proof is straightforward and we omit the details. 
In closing this paper. let us pose the following problem about 
Theorem 12: What is the smallest constant B(p, M) such that the 
inequality 
Il.f? H 6 NP, ~~Wli H 
holds for all functions .f analytic and bounded by M in A. The same 
question can also be asked for the spherical norm. 
In view of the function ,f, E U defined in Lemma I and the identity 
function 1(i) = 2 E U, we have that 
ll.PlII H = il./l II H and :Im,< IIU,. 
This leads to question whether it is true that the constant B(p, 1) = 1 for all 
functions in Seidel’s class. 
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